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What is Functional Communication?
§ The most basic communication skills
§ Get basic wants and needs known (ex. I want that, I hurt, I need to use the 
bathroom, etc.)
§ Not complex thoughts
§ Functional communication actions are the first type of messages children begin to 
communicate
§ 1st years - gestures
§ Following years - words (starts around 18 months) 
§ Later years - simple sentences (starts around 2 years of age)
§ Children with significant speech and language impairments (SLI) may still be 
working on acquiring functional communication skills when they are much older, 
like our students at SKS






12 months 3 50
15 months 14 120
18 months 68 200+
23 months 200 200+
2-3 years 570 500-900




Who NEEDS Functional 
Communication?
§ Any child who struggles with communicating basic wants and needs to 
others 
§ Non-verbal students
§ Students not yet communicating
§ Underdeveloped vocabulary, poor sound production/articulation
§ System development can help reduce frustration by developing alternative 
ways to communicate
Who NEEDS Functional 
Communication? (cont.)
§ There are 5 steps to developing a functional communication system that a  
Speech-Language Pathologist may follow
§ Find an Appropriate Mode of Communication
§ Choose New Words to Teach
§ Model New Words
§ Provide Temptations to Say the Word
§ Be Patient!
Step One:
Find an Appropriate Means of 
Communication
§ Gestures and Body Language
§ Ex. pointing, reaching, or leading an adult to the desired item





Find an Appropriate Means of 
Communication (cont.)
§ Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) - using an exchange of pictures 
to make requests and comments
§ Communication Board or core board 
§ Voice-Output Device (VOD)
Some notes about PECS and core 
boards
§ The Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) was designed by a behavior 
specialist and a speech pathologist 
§ PECS was first implemented with preschool students with Autism/ASD
§ Communication boards can be made for routines, activities, or places (ex. When making 
a craft, a  board with colors, tools, and materials would help non-verbal students)
§ Core boards are static/unchanging layouts that cover a range of basic vocabulary for 
all purposes 
§ PECS is taught in phases, building on skills over time 
§ Begins by teaching students to physically hand the picture of a desired item/action 
to their communication partner
§ Students at SKS may use an adapted system depending on their needs and abilities
§ Janerish, Arlene, and Alex all have training in PECS and are happy to help!
Step Two:
Choose New Vocabulary to Teach
§ If the child is not displaying many communicative actions, begin with teaching 1-
2 words or concepts 
§ Choose things that are highly motivating to the student (ex. Favorite food or toy, 




Model the New Words
§ Model and repeat target word for the student again and again, as much as possible
§ Then use the target word in two-word combinations to show how it can be used, 
building from there
§ Use the word or words in different contexts (ex. interacting with staff and peers, in 
specials, in the classroom) 
§ Demonstrate the expected use of the word while saying the word 
§ Ex. Sign the word while saying it if that is the student’s mode of communication; push 
the button on the VOD while saying the word if they use a device; if teaching an 
action, perform the action, or if teaching a label, show the item or a picture of the item
§ Repeat the word MANY, MANY times for the student before you expect them to say 
it, sign it, or produce it through a VOD
§ Try video modeling if possible:  https://www.speechandlanguagekids.com/using-
video-modeling-with-autistic-and-low-functioning-kids/
Step Four:
Provide Temptations to Use New Words
§ Set up temptations or situations that will encourage use of the word
§ Example: placing items out of reach à ask “What do you want?"
(Sabotage)
§ Give wait time (average wait time is 5  seconds) à count to 10 in your 
head to give our students time to process
§ Use the mode of communication you want the student to use
§ If the student does not use the word or respond to it, model appropriate 
use of the word and/or provide hand over hand support if using a VOD 
before giving the student the item 
Step Five:
Be Patient
§ Continue with the 5 steps until the student is able to use the mode of 
communication effectively 
§ If the student has practiced a word for a long period of time, move on to a
new word and come back to it later
§ If a  student is having difficulty with specific speech sounds, continue to 




There are no official norms out there because everyone develops differently, but 
speech pathologists can provide resources from legitimate studies
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